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ABSTRACT: The NUMIT 1-dimensional bulk charging model is used as
a screening tool for evaluating time-dependent bulk tinternal or deep
dielectric) charging of dielectrics exposed co penetrating electron
environments. The code is modified to accept time dependent electron
flux time series along satellite orbits Jbr the electron environment inputs
instead of using the static electron flux environment input originally used
by the code and widely adopted in bulk charging models.
Application of the screening technique ts demonstrated for three cases of
spacecraft exposure within the Earth's radiation belts including a
geostationary transfer orbit and an Earth-Moon transit frajectory for a
range of orbit inclinations. Electric fields _nd charge densities are
computed for dielectric materials with varying electrical properties
exposed to relativistic electron environments along the orbits. Our
objective is to demonstrate a preliminary application of the time-
dependent environments input to the NUMIT code for evaluating chargmg
risks to exposed dielectrics used on spacecrqfi when exposed to the
Earth "s radiation belts. The results demonstrate that the NUMIT electric
field values in GTO orbits with multiple encounters with the Earth's
radiation belts are consistent with previous studies of charging in GTO
orbits and that potential threat conditions for electrostatic discharge exist
on hmar transit trajectories depending on the electrical properties of the
materials exposed to the radiation environment.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20070032717 2019-08-30T01:44:30+00:00Z
1- INTRODUCTION
Spacecraft orbiting the Earth within approximately 10 Earth radii, on transfer orbits to the Moon at
60 Earth radii, or Earth escape trajectories to deep space destinations beyond the Moon will be
exposed to the surface and bulk (internal or deep dielectric) charging environments due to energetic
electrons trapped within the Earth's radiation belts. Spacecraft charging results from the differential
collection of electron and ion currents on or in spacecraft materials when exposed to space plasma
and radiation environments. Accumulation of a net negative charge density on spacecraft surfaces
(surface charging) and buried inside insulators (bulk charging) generate electric potentials and
fields. Electrostatic discharge (ESD) arcs occur when the electric fields associated with the
potential gradients exceed the breakdown strength of the insulating materials. ESD is a well known
source of spacecraft anomalies and failures. Table 1 demonstrates that over half the space system
anomalies attributed to the space environment are due to ESD and bulk charging accounts for the
majority of the ESD related spacecraft anomalies. Bulk charging has been implicated in satellite
anomalies in geostationary orbit [Wrenn, 1995] and pulsing (arcing) of dielectrics has been well
characterized in geostationary transfer orbits using data from the Internal Discharge Monitor on the
Combined Radiation and Release Experiment Satellite (CRRES) to show that pulsing of thinly
shielded samples of highly resistive dielectrics materials is strongly correlated with the increase in
relativistic electron flux along the orbit [Frederickson et al., 1992; 1992; Frederickson, 1996; Violet
and Frederickson, 1993]. In addition, examples of spacecraft lost ar missions terminated due to
charging (either surface or bulk) include the DSDC II, GOES 4, Feng Yun I, MARECS A, Anik
E2, Telstar 401, and INSAT 2D spacecraft [Koons et al., 2000] with the recent failure of the
ADEOS-II spacecraft in 2003 [Kawakita et al., 2005].
The spacecraft anomaly or failure
mechanism is attributed to arcs and Table 1. Environment Impacts on Space Systems*
transient high current pulses Anomaly Diagnosis Number %
originating in insulators charged to
large negative potentials when ESD-Bulkcharging 74 24.7
exposed to space plasma and ESD-Surfacecharging 59 19.7
radiation environments. Figure 1 ESD-Uncategorized 29 9.7
is an example of electrostatic Single eventupsets 85 28.4
discharge damage in an acrylic Radiation Dose 16 5.4
block following exposure to Micrometeoroids, orbital 10 3.3
electrons accelerated to a few debris
million electron volts (MeV) by a Atomic oxygen l 0.3
laboratory accelerator. Although Atmospheric drag 1 0.3
the MeV electrons only have Other 24 8.0
sufficient energy to penetrate about
a cennmeter into the acrylic Total 299 100.0%
insulating material, the damage
produced by the ESD arc originating in the charged region of the polymer extends nearly the full 10
cm width of the acrylic block.
ESD damage to materials is a potential safety hazard to manned space flight systems relying on
insulating materials for critical system components when they are exposed to the MeV electron
environments in the Earth's radiation belts or generated during transient solar energetic particle
events. For example, polymer composite spacecraft hulls, lightweight structural materials, multi-
functional polymeric radiation shielding, thermal protection materials, and polymer signal and
power cable insulation are all examples of insulating materials used for mission critical components
on spacecraft which are susceptible to ESD degradation. [n addition to the materials issues, a
Figure 1. Electrostatic discharge damage
in acrylic following exposure to MeV
electrons (image courtesy of Bert Hickman,
http://www.teslamania.com. 2007).
serious risk to spacecraft systems are the transient currents generated by the ESD arcs which can
couple to avionics systems creating anomalous
system commands including anomalous
thruster firings, logic errors in control device
memories, and phantom commands to attitude
control devices. In the worst case the currents
can even completely destroy sensitive
electronic components resulting in system
failure or mission loss. In addition to the
materials and electronics issues, charging can
be detrimental to the operation of space
science instrumentation on robotic probes
when spacecraft potentials perturb the
incoming radiation fields to such a degree that
sensitive instruments designed to monitor the
environment no longer are able to sample free
field radiation environments.
Negative spacecraft potentials in low Earth orbit range from only about a volt in low inclination
orbits to a few hundred volts or even few thousand volts in high inclination orbits that pass through
the Earth's auroral zone. More extreme spacecraft potentials are observed in the Earth's outer
electron radiation belts where spacecraft in geostationary orbit, geostationary transfer orbit, and
even earth escape trajectories through the radiation belts may charge to kilovolt potentials and in
some extreme cases even tens of kilovolts. Charging is an issue that will have to be addressed for
future lunar missions because human transport, cargo, and research vehicles will have to traverse
the harsh charging regimes of the Earth's radiation belts on the way to and from the Moon. In
addition, there is recent evidence from the Lunar Prospector spacecraft in a 30 km altitude orbit
about the Moon suggesting lunar surface potentials of a few hundred to few thousand volts are
possible in the dark regions of the lunar plasma wake when the Moon is inside the Earth's
magnetotail [Halekas et aI., 2005, 2007]. Charging of space systems exposed to space radiation
environments both in low lunar orbit and on the surface of the Moon will certainly need to be
evaluated for future lunar programs.
Procedures for building space systems to safely and reliably operate in charging environments is
accomplished. through a design process that includes implementing hardware construction
techniques to meet spacecraft charging design guidelines, evaluation of spacecraft design and
materials selection to determine the magnitude of potentials and fields that will be generated during
exposure to space environments, and verification that insulating materials chosen for the system
will not accumulate sufficient charge to arc while exposed to the most extreme space radiation
environment during the vehicle's mission. The most cost effective method of conducting the
evaluation and verification steps is to model the electrical response of the spacecraft or spacecraft
materials to exposure to space radiation environments because trades on materials and environments
can be easily conducted in the simulation environment. Laboratory testing is often used for final
testing and for measuring the electrical properties of materials required for inputs to the charging
codes. Even if laboratory testing is employed in the design and verification process, an analytical
charging model is required to design, implement, and evaluate credible test programs which
adequately reproduce the operational environment in space.
This paper describes an application of the NUMlT I-D bulk charging model for use in screening
dielectric materials for potential bulk charging risk during exposure to energetic electron
environments. We first describe the bulk charging model, materials, and environments used for
input to the charging code. Next, charging results for materials are given for spacecraft orbits
including a geostationary transfer orbit (GTO) and an Earth-Moon lunar tran it trajectory exposed
to meansolar maximumelectronenvironments. Finally, we considerexamplesof material
exposureto moreextremeenvironmentsalongthelunartransitorbit.
2 - MODEL
The NUMIT (for "numerical integration")bulk charging model [Frederickson. 1974; 1983] has
been used extensively for evaluating laboratory exposure of insulators to energetic electrons and
scientific studies of space flight ESD experiments including a successful application to the CRRES
IDM in-situ charging experiments [Frederickson, 1980; Frederickson and Brautigam, 2004].
Details of the model are described by Fredrickson et al. [refs] and more recently by Jun et al. I2007]
and only a brief description will be presented here.
2.1 - NUMIT MODEL AND ENVIRONMENTS
The NUMIT model is a finite difference solution to the bulk charging equation set [c.f., Sessler,
1987; Sessler et al.. 2004]
v" e =-v2q'-- [1.1
- v.(j,, [2.1Ot
where p is the charge density, qb is the electric potential, JR the space radiation current density, Jc the
conduction current density in the insulator, and n and s0 are the dielectric constant and permittivity of
free space, respectively. Conduction currents are given by
where cr is the bulk conductivity of the insulator which is often divided into two terms, the tJdark
conductivity in the absence of exposure to photons or charged particles and a radiation dose rate
(d)'/dt) dependent term due te additional current carriers generated by interaction of the radiation
field with the dielectric material. Numerical solution of equations (1) through (3) are accomplished
using a 1-D finite difference approximation for spatial steps within the insulating material at
successive time steps yielding values of the electric field, conduction currents, dose rates, and
charge density as a function of depth in the material and time. The version of the code used here
assumes a single planar dielectric between two grounded metal electrodes and the thickness of the
first metal electrode is infinintely thin so there is no modification of the incident electron energy or
flux as it passes through the electron [Jun et al.. 2007]. Materials are divided into 60 spatial steps
and time steps of 60 seconds are used for all of the results included in this report.
The original version of the NUMIT model provided time dependent output parameters for materials
exposed to a constant radiation environment. We have modified the code to read input data files
which provide the time step and electron flux at multiple energies. Electron flux data sets can
either be derived from models of the space radiation environment or directly fromm satellite
measurements in environments of interest to the user. This modified version of the code provides a
capability of computing time dependent charging quantitities in time varying electron environments.
Because NUMIT uses a computationally efficient analytical approximation to transport the electron
flux through the insulating material, estimate energy deposition (dose) by the radiation current, and
evaluate electric charge deposition [Frederickson and Bell, 1995], there is little penalty m
computational time to run very long electron flux time series. We have used the code to screen nine
charging environments in interplanetary space using input time series that span nearly a complete
solarcycleatonehourtimestepswhichrequireonlymoderatelylongerruntimesthanthethreeday
exampleswepresenthereat60secondtimesteps.
The incidentelectronradiationcurrentsJRareobtainedfrom the AE-8 trappedelectronmodel
[Vette,1991]. AE-8 is recognizedasa standardmodelfor usein establishingradiationdose
environmentsbut has limitations for chargingstudiessinceit representsa long term mean
Table 2. Dielectric Material Properties
Materials
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6
Dark Conductivity (S/cm) lxl0 -15 lxl0 "17 lxl0 -19 2.19x10 -Is lxl0 "15 lxl0 -18
K 3 3 3 4.48 3 3
Kp (S/m-rad-s "1) 3xi0 "16 3x10 "16 3X0 -16 0 lxl0 -19 lxl0 -19
c_ 1.0 1,0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0
Molecular weight 38 38 38 38 38 38
Atomic number 19 19 19 19 19 19
Density (g/cm 3) 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
Thickness (cm) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
environment for either solar minimum or solar maximum conditions and does not consider electron
flux variations due to geomagnetic storms or solar wind interactions with the Earth's
magnetosphere [c.f., Daly et al., 1996, 1999; Armstrong and Colbum, 2000; Lauenstein and Barth,
2005]. However, the AE-8 model provides a convenient method represent the mean electron flux
envaronments that will be encountered during transit of the radiation belts. The Space Environment
Information System (SPENVIS) toolset is used to establish both the spacecraft orbital ephemerides
and the AE-8 electron integral flux environment along the orbit for this work. Spacecraft
trajectories are computed for a three day period using the SPENVIS orbit propagator with a fixed
perigee altitude of 250 km and varying apogee altitudes to establish the geostationary transfer orbit,
lunar transit orbit, and deep space trajectories. Electron flux at the variable time steps provided
by the SPENVIS models are interpolated onto a fixed 60 second time step. Electron flux along the
resulting orbits are derived from the AE-8 solar maximum model for all cases presented in this
paper to provide an estimate of the mean high electron flux environments during transit of the
Earth's radiation belts. An additional case is given in Section 4.0 where the AE-8 outer electron
belt environment has been enhanced by a factor of 10 to simulate a high flux geomagnetic storm
environment.
2.2 - MATERIAL PROPERTIES
It is well known that charging behavior is strongly dependent on material properties of dielectric
materials. A primary consideration in bulk charging is the volume conductivity which controls the
rate at which excess electron charge deposited by the radiation currents from the space environment
can leave the insulating material. The radiation induced conductivity parameters may not be as
critical in low dose rate environments where the dark conductivity often dominates, but in high dose
rate environments or at very low temperatures where the dark conductivity IS greatly reduced the
radiation induced conductivity may dominate.
For this study we adopt a set of representative values given in Table 2.0 which cover a range of
insulating materials given in Table 1 of [4002 HDBK, Shugg, 1986]. Dielectric constants _: (where
K=emo) of typical insulators used in spacecraft construction vary from minimum values of K-2 to
high valuesof _:-9while _ for mostcommonpolymermaterialsvary from 2 to 4. We adopta
representativevalueof 1<-3herewith a corresponding polymer density of 2 g/cm 3. Standard
design charging guidelines suggest limiting the DC volume conductivity of dielectric materials to
values greater than 10"11 S/cm to 10-12 S/cm to avoid accumulation of excess charge [Purvis et al.,
1984; 4002 HDBK]. However, it is not unusual for a variety of dielectrics to be used in spacecraft
construction with DC volume eonductivities ranging from -10 "14S/cm to >10 "18S/cm. We adopt a
range of DC conductivities from the most conductive cr-10 -z5 S/cm to a highly resistive material
with _-10 -21S/cm.
The choice of the highest conductivity that can be run by the model is constrained by noting that the
charging time constant x - e/c must exceed at least a couple of the time steps used in the model for
the results to avoid numerical instabilities. Using the 60 second time step, we find a maximum
conductivity of _ - €/'_ = (3"8.85x10 -lz F/m)/(60 s) = 4.4x10 "13 S/m and for the results presented
here we choose 1x10 -13 S/m for the limiting conductivity since it yields a time constant of T
(3"8.85x10 -12 F/m)/(10 -13 S/m) = 265 seconds for the shortest time constant. Evaluation of
charging for greater conductivities is of course possible but the input environments will have to be
specified at correspondingly smaller time steps to support the analysis. Volume conductivites for
Material 2 and Material 3 are chosen to give charging time constants of approximately 2.5 hours
and 31 days, respectively.
Radiation induced conductivy parameters of kp = 3x10 -16 S/m-rad-s -1 and _x=l are assumed for the
first three materials [Frederickson, 1977; Frederickson and Brautigam, 2004]. Electrical properties
of Material 4_an epoxy-fiberglass--have been measured by [Rodgers et al., 2003] and shown to
have a negligible radiation induced conductivity. Materials 5 and 6 represent a material with small
radiation induced conductivity independent of temperature, but a dark conductivity of 10-15 S/m at
room temperature which is reduced by three orders of magnitude at -100K. For the purpose of this
work, we have simply set the molecular weights and atomic numbers to 38 and 19, respectively, and
the thickness of the material to 1 cm for all six materials to facifitate comparison between the
char_ng cases.
3 - BULK CHARGING EXAMPLES
Electric fields and charge densities as a function of depth and the maximum electric fields anywhere
in the material as a function of time are presented in this section for a variety of orbits.
Geostafionary orbit is treated first to provide a comparison with the results from the CRRES
spacecraft followed by lunar transit trajectory. In each case, the orbits are treated for inclinations
of 0 degrees, 30 degrees, and 60 degrees from the Earth equator to examine the effect of sampling
the Earth's radiation belts over a range of inclinations.
Electron flux as a function of energy is obtained from the AE-8 solar maximum model at 30
energies from 0.04 MeV to 7 MeV at 60 second time steps. Since the transport algorithms used in
the NUMIT code are limited to energies in the range of 0.100 MeV < E < 100 MeV, the first energy
channel does not contribute to either dose or charge deposition in the model. In addition, the final
7 MeV energy channel is also neglected. Parameters for radius of the Earth (RE) and radius of the
Moon (RL) are taken to be 6371 km and 1738 km, respectively, for this study.
3.1 - GEOSTATIONARY TRANSFER ORBIT
Our 250 km (0.039 RE) perigee attitude by 38226 km (6.0 RE) apogee altitude geostationary transfer
orbit actually carries the spacecraft to a distance slightly beyond geostationary orbit altitude (5.6 RE
altitude ). This orbit is comparable to the 350 km altitude x 33584 km altitude x 18.1 degree
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Figure 2. GTO Environment. (a) Integral electron flux as function of L·value, (b)
integral electron flux as function of time along orbit, and (c) integral electron fluence
for the complete three day period.
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Figure 3. GTO (0 deg) Charging Results, Material 1. Electric field magnitude and
charge density are shown in the top two panels and electron flux at four energies are
shown in the first panel from the bottom. The maximum positive and negative
electric field values are shown in the bottom panel with a color scheme to indicate a
relative level of threat for electrostatic discharge.
inclination orbit of the CRRES spacecraft. The orbit ephemeris is computed for a period of three
days which provides a number of samples through the radiation belts with an orbital period of 11.3
hours.
Electron environments along the orbit are given in Figure 2. Electron integral flux at three
energies as a function of McIlwain's L-value is shown in Figure 2·a. In addition, each energy
includes three separate lines indicating the electron integral flux along the 0, 30, and 60 degree
inclination orbit (with the greatest flux at °degree and the least at 60 degree). Figure 2·b shows
the variation in electron integral flux (solid line) and electron integral fluence (dotted line) as a
function of time along the spacecraft trajectory. Electron integral fluence accumulated during the
complete three day period is shown in Figure 2·c for each of the three orbital inclinations. The AE·
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Figure 4. GTO (0 deg) Charging Results, Material 2. The fonnat is given in Figure 3.
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Figure S. GTO Electric Field Summary. Maximum electric field in (a) Material I, (b)
Material 2, and (c) Material 3 are shown for 0 degree, 30 degree, and 60 degree inclination
GTO orbits.
8 solar maximum model provides the electron flux environment so the results are for a mean solar
maximum condition within the Earth's radiation belts.
Output from the NUMIT model for the 0 degree inclination case using Material I is shown in
Figure 3. The top panel presents the simulation time on the horizontal axis, the depth in the
material on the vertical axis, and the magnitude of the electric field indicated by the color table.
The next panel from the top is the charge density presented in a similar format to the electric field
magnitllde. The maximum positive and negative electric fields at each lime step in the malerial are
plotted in the bollom panel. The background color scheme indicates the relative threat to ESD due
to accumulation or charge since many dielectrics exhibit breakdown strengths on the order or 107 to
108V/m [4002Handbook,Shugg,1986]. However,we emphasizethatthecolorcodingis only
meantto providea guidesincebreakdownstrengthdependson manyfactorsincludingmaterial
thickness,exposuredurationto highelectricfield conditions,andtemperature[MinowandParker,
2007]. Electronflux atfour representativeenergiesis givenin thefirst panelfrom thebottomto
showcorrelationsbetweentheNUMIT outputandtheinputelectronenvironments.
Electricfieldsandchargedensitiesaremoderatein the casewhereMaterial1 is exposedto the0
degreeinclinationGTOenvironment. Therelativelarge lxl0 -15S/mdarkconductivityallows
chargeto conductfrom thesamplewhentheelectronflux is low andreducesthechargedensity
duringencounterswith thehighflux environmentsin the innerandouterelectronradiationbelts.
Maximumelectricfieldsareonlyontheorderof 105V/m suggestinglittle threato breakdown.
Figure4 presentsNUMIT outputfor Material2 in thesame0degreeinclinationGTOenvironment.
Chargingincreasesdueto theincreasedelectronretentionby thelessconductiveMaterial2 andthe
2.5hourchargingtime constantallowsthe chargedensityto persistwhenthevehicleleavesthe
highflux regionsof theorbit comparedto therapiddropin chargedensityfor Material1with the
265secondchargingtimeconstant.
A summaryof maximumeleclricfield magnitudesfor Material1, 2, and3 generatedovera three
dayperiodin theGTOorbit areshownin Figure5. Thehorizontalaxisis time in a logarithmic
formatto allow detailedexaminationof the electricfields generateduringtheinitial encounters
with theradiationbeltswhile the compressedtime onedayandbeyondexhibittheelectricfield
generaltrends. All threematerialsexhibitstrongerchargingduringtheinitial encounterwith the
innerradiationbeltbutevolveto nearlythesameelectricfield in theouterradiationbelt. Because
thex - 265 secondchargingtime constantfor Material 1 is muchshorterthantheorbitalperiod
(11.3hours)andthetimebetweentheinnerandouterelectronbelts,theelectricfield magnitudesin
Figure5-afollow the sametrendastheelectronflux alongtheorbit. Electricfield magnitudes
continueto exhibitmodulationover the full threeday simulationperiodbecausethe shorttime
constantleadsto rapidapproachto equilibriumchargedensityandelectricfieldvalues.In addition,
the chargingdecreaseswith increasingorbit inclinationwithin the innerradiationbeltsbut are
nearlythe samein the outerradiationbelt. Maximumelectricfields arelessthan -10s V/m
indicatinglittle threatfor ESDin anyof theinclinations.
Material2 resultsshownin Figure5-bexhibitsomemodulationof the electricfield magnitude
alongtheorbit sincetheMaterial2 chargingconstantof "c - 2.5 hours is less than the 11.3 hour
orbital period. However, the inner and outer belts are sampled twice per orbit with a period of a
few hours between the peak electron flux within each belt so there is sufficient integration of charge
density without the possibility of loss through conduction that the electric field magnitude is greater
than Material 1 and the modulation is less than an order of magnitude compared to the one to two
order of magnitude modulation exhibited by Material 1. The maximum electric field magnitude in
Material 2 after three days is on the order of-3x105 V/m, greater than Material 1 but still less than
typical breakdown strengths for most dielectric materials.
Electric field magnitudes for Material 3 shown in Figure 5-c continue to increase over the full three
day simulation period. The charging time constant for Material 3 is -v - 31 days, longer than the
11.3 hour orbital period so the material integrates charge over the complete orbit during exposure to
the radiation belts. The maximum electric fields in Material 3 for all three orbital inclinations is
-6x105 V/re. Even though the lxl049 S/m dark conductivity of Material 3 is relatively small, the
electron flux provided by the AE-8 solar maximum model is insufficient to produce electric fields
in the material which exceed electric fields of _107 V/m where the onset of dielectric breakdown
begins to occur.
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3,2 - EARTH-MOON TRANSFER ORBIT
Direct co-planar transfer orbits from the Earth to the Moon are only possible when the
translunar/trans-Earth injection orbit lies in the plane of the Moons orbit. The inclination of the
lunar orbit varies from 18.2 to 28.5 degrees relative to the Earth's equator with a period of 18.6
years. Direct orbits originating from due east launches are possible only from launch sites at
latitudes _>28.5 degrees latitude and other sites must generally use non-coplanar trajectories For
example, co-planar trajectories are possible from Kennedy Space Center al 28.5 degrees north
latitude once every 18.6 years but higher inclination orbits must be used at other times.
The ten Apollo program flights which orbited the Moon (Apollo 8 through Apollo 17) all were
launched from what is now the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) on the east coast of Florida at 28.5
degree north latitude. A direct -28.5 degree inclination coplanar translunar injection orbit was
only possible from KSC during the Apollo era on 25 March 1969 when the Moon was at an extreme
north declination of 28°43'32" and additional dates [Meeus, 1997] when the coplanar trajectories
are possible from KSC include 15 September 1987 (28°42'52"), 15 September 2006 (28°43'22"),
7 March 2025 t28°43'00"), and 25 September 2043 (28°43'109"). All other times the flight
inclination will be greater than the minimum inclination obtained from a due east launch resulting
in reduced radiation dose. Translunar injection orbit inclinations utilized for the Apollo flights
ranged from a minimum of 28.5 degrees to a maximum of 32.55 degrees [Orloff,, 2000]. More
recently, the Lunar Prospector spacecraft (also launched from 28.5 degrees north latitude at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station) utilized a 29.2 degree inclination translunar injection orbit [Lozier et
al., 1998]. In contrast, the Clementine spacecraft was launched from Vandenburg Air Force Base
at 34.75 deg north latitude into a lunar injection orbit inclined at 67 degrees [Regeon et al, 1994]
and the European Space Agency Smart-I spacecraft launched from the near-equatorial 5.05 deg
north latitude facility at Kourou, French Guiana, utilized a translunar injection orbit initially
inclined 7degrees from the equator [ESA, 2003]. Finally, the series of Russian Luna probes
launched in the 1960's and 1970's from Baikanur, Khazakstan, into near polar orbits with
inclinations of 73 deg received some of the smallest radiation doses while traversing Earth's
radiation belts.
We simulate the Earth-Moon transfer orbit by adopting an elliptical orbit with perigee altitude of
250 km and apogee altitude of 379,867 km required for a 100 km lunar orbit insertion altitude on
the far side of the Moon from the Earth. Apogee altitude is obtained by considering the mean
distance between the center of the Earth and the center of the Moon is 384,400 krn_ the radius of
the Earth is 6371 km, and the radius of the Moon is 1738 km. The period of the orbit is
approximately 10 days yielding a transit time to the Moon of approximately 5 days. Orbit
inclinations of 0 degrees, 30 degrees, and 60 degrees are considered here.
Electron environments along the orbil are given in Figure 6 with electron integral flux at three
energies as a function of McIlwain's L-value in Figure 6-a, electron integral flux (solid linesl and
electron integral fluence (dotted line) as a function of time along the transfer orbit in Figure 6-b, and
the accumulated electron integral fluence accumulated during the complete three day simulation
period in Figure 6-c. Note that the simulation period is only three days while the time required to
reach the Moon is -5 days which is acceptable because the AE-8 model does nol provide electron
flux beyond 11 RE. a distance the spacecraft passes within four or five hours after the trans-lunar
insertion burn at perigee places the vehicle on the trajectory towards the Moon. The AE-8 solar
maximum values are used for the environments in this case.
NUMIT output for exposure of Material 1 to the electron environments along the 30 degree
inclination Earth-Moon transfer orbit is shown Figure 7. The charging time constant of z - 265
seconds is much less than the four to five hours required to transit the radiation belts so the electric
field magnitude generated within the material quickly rise to a maximum value of tess than 105 V/m
during transit of the radiation belts and quickly return to a background once the vehicle has left the
trapped radiation environment. In comparison, Figure 8 provides NUMIT output Material 2 along
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Figure 6. Earth-Moon Lunar Transit Environment. (a) Integral electron flux as
function ofL-value, (b) integral electron flux as function of time along orbit, and (c)
integral electron fluence for the complete three day period.
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Figure 7. Earth-Moon (30 degree) Lunar Transit Environment., Material I. The
format is given in figure 3.
the same orbit and environment. The '[ - 2.5 hours chargingn time constant for Material 2 is on the
same order of magnitude as the four to five hour transit time of the radiation belts so the maximum
electric field magnitude within the belts increases to values approaching 3xl05 Vim and nearly three
quarters of a day is required for the field to decrase to the background after leaving the radiation
belts.
Figure 9 is the summary of maximum electric field magnitudes for Materials I, 2, and 3 generated
over the first three days of the five day Earth-Moon transfer orbit including the time from departure
from low Earth orbit and transit of the radiation belts. Electric field magnitudes increase as the
conductivity of the materials decrease but the worst case charging conditions still only produce
maximum electric field magnitudes of -'Ix 105 Vim in the low conductivity Material 3.
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3.3 - EXTREME ENVIRONMENT DURING LUNAR TRANSIT
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The examples shown in the previous two sections only considered the mean AE-8 electron
environment for each of the spacecraft trajectories. However, it is known that the electron flux in
the outer radiation belts may be enchanced by an order of magnitude or two during geomagnetic
storms or when the magnetosphere strongly interacts with high speed solar wind streams. We
consider extreme electron flux environments here by arbitarily multiplying the AE-8 electron flux at
all energies by a factor of lOx for L-values greater than or equal to L=2. The effect is to increase
the flux in the electron slot and outer radiation belts while preserving the mean AE-8 flux in the
inner electron belt. The approximation is valid because the source of the inner electron radiation
belt is the decay of albedo neutrons generated by nuclear interactions of cosmic rays with the
Earth's atmosphere and the inner belt does not exhibit the large variations in electron flux observed
in the outer electron belt. Figure 10 provides the environment summary panels for the extreme
solar maximum environments that will be used in the following examples.
NUMIT output for Material 2 is given in Figure II for a 30 degree inclination Earth-Moon transfer
orbit through the extreme environment. Electric field magnitudes approach 106 Vim during transit
of the radiation belts, an order of magnitude below the --10 7 V/m threshold for the onset of arcing.
However, as a warning that these results do not indicate safe passage to lunar destinations for all
materials through the radiation belts, we show NUMIT results in Figure 12 for Material 4 indicating
strong electric field development exceeding the -107 V/m threshold and even the -108 V/m fields at
which many dielectrics are known to break down. Material 4 is representative of an epoxy-
fiberglass material for which the electrical properties have been measured in the laboratory
[Rodgers et al., 2003]. Material 4 is a particular threat to bulk charging because of the relatively
low 2.19x10 "18 S/m dark conductivity and the "negligible" radiation induced conductivity. It is
unlikely Material 4 would actually sustain the large electric fields resulting from the NUMIT model
but dielectric failure is not currently included in the code.
As final example, we demonstrate the effect of temperature on electric field development within the
dielectric. The lxl0 q5 S/m dark conductivity and kp=txl0 -18 S/m-rad-s "I radiation induced
conductivity constant for Material 5 represent the electrical properties of a dielectric material at
room temperature and Material 6 is the same material at a cryogenic temperature of-100K.
Decreasing the temperature of materials to cryogenic temperatures has been shown to decrease the
dark conductivity by two to three orders of magnitude with little change in the dielectric constant
[c.f, Minow and Parker, 2007]. Exposure of a 1 cm thick sample of Materia 1 5 to the extreme 30
degree inclination lunar transit environment gives a maximum electric field of 5.71x10 s V/m which
occurs 1.48 hours after pergiee during radiation belt transit After leaving the radiation belts the
electric field quickly decreases since the material conductivity is sufficient to allow the accumulated
charge to conduct out of the charged dielectric material. The situation at -100K shown in Figure
13 is quite different. The maximum electric field is 1.05x107 g/m which occurs 3.25 hours after
perigee and the subsequenl decay of the charge density following exposure to the radition belts
results in a maximum electric field magnitude of 0.41xl 07 V/m at the end of the three day period.
While the electric field generated by the space radiation environment is Well below the -107 V/m
breakdown strength of many dielectric materials at ambient temperatures, the same dielectric
exhibits a field sufficient to suggest a threat of ESD at -100K.
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4 - SUMMARY
Modificationof theNUMIT 1-Dbulk chargingmodelto readtablesof electronflux energyspectra
as a functionof time alonga spacecraftrajectoryprovidesa convenientmethodfor screening
dielectricmaterialsfor potentialESDrisk. ResultspresentedhereshowtheNUMIT output
provideselectricfield valuesconsistentwith thosereportedin the literaturefor multiplepasses
throughtheEarth'sradiationbeltsonGTOorbits. In addition,wehavedemonstratedthatexposure
of dielectricmaterialsto bulk chargingenvironmentsonEarth-Moontransferorbitscanresultin
developmentof electricfieldswhichapproachor evenexceedthedielectricbreakdownstrengthof
dielectricmaterails. Measurementof electricalpropertiesof dielectricmaterialsand careful
evaluationof dielectricmaterialsfor use in future lunar programswill be requiredto assure
successfuloperationsduringtransitof theradiationbelts.
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NUMIT modified to read in electron nux time series
Screen charging environments for three trajectories, three materials
- GTO
- Lunar transit
- Earth escape
GTO charging results
Earth-Moon transfer orbit charging results demonstrate need to
evaluate dielectric materials for use in lunar programs.
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